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// Kick Off Meeting: Failure Experience
The Challenge: 
Redesign the FAILURE EXPERIENCE at the BCRT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The BCRT was established as an interdisciplinary translational center with the goal 
of developing and implementing innovative therapies and products. The primary 
focus of the BCRT is on diseases of the immune system, the musculoskeletal system 
and the cardiovascular system. At the BCRT clinicians and researchers are working 
closely together on the medicine of the future: Targeted, personalized medicine that 
depends on the early recognition of patients‘ individual healing potential)
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THE CHALLENGE :  Currently in the scientific community there 
exists very little room for failure, big or small. 
Success is measured by the ability to publish 
results. This puts enormous pressure on scien-
tists in all fields to produce successful results, 
even though 99% of science is failure. This 
creates an atmosphere of ‘Publish or Perish’ in 
which it is very difficult for students to discuss 
their failure experiences. Team Tiki Taka Tree 
House needs to find a way to alter this system 
within the micro-community of BCRT

  MAIN INSIGHTS :  Scientific ‘system’ is broken:
•	 Quantity over quality
•	 Business driven
•	 Very hierarchical
•	 Failure, big and small, is NORMAL
•	 It is important to SHARE in order to collaborate
•	 Need to leverage knowledge/ learn from mis-

takes BUT we can’t fix the whole system: 
•	 just focus on BCRT
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// Fast Forward
First steps: We conducted first INTERVIEWS with researchers 
and students from the HPI in order to understand the problem, 
as experienced by students and researchers themselves and 
we build the first »all problems are soved machine«
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 WHAT WE LEARNED : •	 Improve our understanding of the Scienti-
fic Process (what does failure in science look 
like?)

•	 Learn about methods/practices that other 
fields use in regards to failure (i.e. sports, 
start-ups, artists)

•	 It is important to stay close to the USER’S 
NEED

•	 SHARING in terms of small talk also important

   GOING FORWARD :  To do also research also in other Fields ad to 
make a deep dive into failure experience
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// Observation
Quotes from scientists of the BCRT that stood out after 
observation: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
»Pressure to publish drives science.«

   »Failure ist the forbidden word in science.«

 »All depends in internal culture of the institute.«
 

    »Publishing everything would be OVERLOAD.«
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 INSIGHTS :  The Science systems works like„Survival of the 
fittest“. A fear of failure is very common and 
there exists enourmous pressure to publish. The 
staff of BCRT seems to be overload with work 
and there is few time for communication. Com-
munication about failure experiences takes place 
inside the research groups but also in BCRT fai-
lure is a forbidden word.The system is hard to 
change and it seems that the scientists at BCRT 
in general accept it and dont want to change it. 
Even if the BCRT would change, it would not al-
low to continue the career alsewhere, as regular 
changes of Institutes are common and needed. 
    
Publish or perish is reality!
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// Synthesis  
Insights – We made following insights using 
different frameworks:

•	 Failing is intimate
•	 Performance is measeured by success not the 

gain of experience
•	 Experience is a key to a good & convincing paper
•	 Failing creates personal experience

 
 
 
 

Needs – we identified needs:

•	 turn failure into experience
•	 to be motivated to share failure
•	 experience outside the research groups, projects 

groups
•	 Communicate failure experiences 
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What is our POV? 
Who is our user?   

Anne needs to get the most experience out of 
her failures.

User/Persona: PHD // WOMAN // 28 Years Old // 
Working at BCRT // Wants to finish PHD // needs 
to publish // Financed for the next 3 years // 
wants to stay in science // under time pressure

Work in Process :  Methods we used:
•	 - Process Map
•	 - Brainstorming
•	 - Creating Persona

The process map visualizes the process from starting a research to publishin a 
paper. The smaller the circle is, the quicker a paper is published. The failure during 
the process are symbolized by orange post its.
The largest circle takes the mos of time and does not even lead to publishing a 
paper. It is the ultimate failure for a scientist.
But even if you publish quicker (smaller circle) there are several failure experiences 
to tackle. What we could visualize with this map is that gaining experience out of 
failure experiences shortens the way to a published paper. Therefore our goal is to 
improve the mutual of failure and experience for BCRT scientist. 
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// Ideation 
Point of view: »Anne, 38 years old Phd student, 
needs to reflect on her work (and related 
plans and goals) in an open, non-hierarchical 
context in order to gain more security through 
outside perspectives, encouragement and new 
inspiration.« 
 
 
 With this Persona we stepped into ideation and 

created various H2 questions. 
These were the ones we decided to brainstorm 
on more:  

•	 How to create an atmosphere/ environment 
for reflection? 

•	 How to create physical space for reflection? 
•	 How to reflect without looking the time? 
•	 How to get rid of concerns, that open reflec-

tion will be damaging? 
•	 How to reflect without sparking competition? 
•	 How to bring different people and perspectives 

together for reflection? 
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Reflection slam :  The reflection slam would be every month at the 
cafeteria and would include just the people of 
the BCRT institute. This would guarantee come 
kind of intimacy. Furthermore this event would 
help to create a better BCRT culture and iden-
tity. Every third month everybody would have 
to present and reflect on this failures and prob-
lems. For giving feedback the people would get 
for example “beer-points”. This would stimulate 
an active exchange and a good atmosphere

Science speed date :  This kind of event would also take place eve-
ry month in the cafeteria. Instead of talking on 
a stage about failures and problems this event 
would offer more intimacy because just two 
people are talking directly to each other. This 
would lead also to more direct feedback and 
more personal contact

     Blindfolding :  Behind this term was the idea, to offer a special 
room in the BCRT institute, where two peop-
le could meet and talk anonymous about their 
problems and failures. 
Between them would be a wall and their voice 
would be changed. Therefore they could feel to-
tally free to talk about everything and get ho-
nest feedback. 

 
We had three top ideas:
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// Testing 
In the morning we stayed at d.school and 
worked on our prototypes in order to make 
them more touchable and understandable. 
We painted a storyboard for the »Reflection 
slam« and the »Science-speed-date« and also 
went a little bit deeper into the idea of »Slow 
Science«, which could be also an answer to the 
big failure- and pressure problem. 
Furthermore, we created a button, that was 
connected to a platform, where people could 
ask questions. (like facebook or twitter) 
 
 
 
 
 
We tested the following ideas at the BCRT: 
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Science speed date :  As the reflection slam also, the opinion of most 
of the people about the science-speed-date 
was, that science is something serious and 
should be taken as this. Most of the scientists 
do not have enough time to attend such events. 
The direct benefit was unclear and also was 
mentioned, that people don´t want to think 
about more problems, than they already have. 
The positive feedback on this kind of event was, 
that you could get input from different back-
grounds and perspectives, that is would be 
structured and that it brings people together in 
a nice atmosphere. 

Science speed date :  The Fail button got the most positive feedback. 
The people liked the physical experience and 
that they could lead out their frustrations. The 
fact of anonymity was also very important for 
them. Also it would improve communication. It 
is just unclear, if it could be exploited. The only 
thing people didn´t liked was of including face-
book or twitter. Better would be an anonymous 
platform just for the BCRT (like a BCRT forum). 
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    Blindfolding :  The most of the people have to time and saw no 
sense in this idea, therefore we kicked this idea 
out. 

  Slow Science :  The idea of the slow science is in its theorie 
more than good because it tackles the problem 
at the roots. But the fact is, that the system 
functions different at the moment and it is ne-
arly impossible to include this idea in the actual 
system. Slowness stands for failure.  

Reflection slam :  We changed the idea of the reflection slam a bit 
into a “Christmas negative result-slam”. Talking 
about negative results would help to give this 
work a stage and also maybe to be published. 
People could learn about new findings and this 
slam could be a forum for “how to deal with ne-
gative results”. Also the “failure-culture” would 
be changed a bit. 
It would help to bring the BCRT together and 
would improve external communication. 
A critical point might be, that people sometimes 
have their reasons to not talk about negative 
results. 
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Through testing we also got new insights. 
People often told us, that there would be 
enough communication and that they not need 
new events they would have to go to. Just the 
communication between PhD-Students and 
professors could be modified, because the 
professors have even less time. As they have 
no time and communication is an investment, 
they need a clear benefit why to attend an 
event or do something. A crucial point is, that 
not much people identify with the BCRT and 
therefore there is no BCRT culture. 
 

Therefore we got new H2 questions, that we 
wanted to work on the next day: :  

•	 How to provide incentive to BCRT professors 
and students to communicate? 

•	 How to create a deeper sense of BCRT culture 
and identity? 

•	 How to create time for communication? 
•	 How to enable anonymous communication?
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// Iteration 
In the intermediate presentation on 24 January 
we had the opportunity to receive feedback 
from several people, including our BCRT project 
partner. The feedback talk itself was a good 
representation of what we already observed at 
the BCRT during our first testing. Nevertheless, 
the feedback from our project partner helped 
us to identify the critical and best aspects of 
our current solution, BCRT Reflect.
 
 
 
 

•	 No obvious connection to POV
•	 Build up BCRT-wider identity too difficult 

because BCR organization too widespread
•	 Introduction of software similar to BCRT 

Reflect already in progress, e.g. mailing list, 
forum
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•	 Leverage available screens in the BCRT buil-
ding

•	 Uncover “Failure through button and BCRT 
reflect platform

•	 “Failure” Button as intuitive way to release 
frustration without second thoughts

•	 Shift perception of “Failure” in BCRT
 

•	 “Failure” button makes people feel good – 
what else could it be?

•	 Researchers work on serious topics, with 
no room for ridiculousness – how can we 
achieve that?

•	 How to build a bridge between from the 
“Failure” button to self-reflection?

 

•	 Making “failures” visible in lab
•	 Turn “failure” into a expressive picture that 

can be shared 

?	  
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Out of our observations during testing and 
feedback from the intermediate presentation 
we consolidated the main findings and phrased 
them as design guidelines to consider for next 
solutions:

•	 Benefit of communication has to be obvious 
(clear and direct to see)

•	 BCRT culture / identity is weak and has to be 
strengthened

•	 »Failure« Button turn negative emotions 
around and allows researchers to share this 
frustration moment without second thoughts
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Having these design guidelines in mind we 
decided to move forward with the “failure” 
button and also continue to elaborate on the 
actions triggered by the button. This initiated 
new rounds of ideation focused on the “failure” 
button as a good starting point to leverage 
peoples’ frustration about their work. So, our 
new ideation questions were:

•	 H2 help researchers to get out their 
frustration?

•	 What can happen after pressing the “Failure” 
button?

•	 H2 to turn a negative / frustrating feeling 
into a positive / encouraging way forward?

•	 H2 to initiate a moment of elf-reflection for 
Anna in an open, non-hierarchical context 
after pressing the “failure” button?
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For this idea brainstorming we included other 
D-School participants working on different 
projects that brought new perspectives and 
other ideas to the table. The ideation session 
led to lots of ideas to improve our existing 
solutions, like the “failure” button or BCRT 
Reflect.

“Failure” Button is a good starting point to leve-
rage peoples’ frustration about their work. 
But, what happens afterwards?
So we restarted ideation on the following H2Ques-
tion given the “Failure” Button as a trigger:

•	 For this ideation session we included people from 
other projects that brought in new perspectives 
and ideas

•	 H2 help researchers to get out their frustration?
•	 H2 to turn a negative and frustrating feeling into 

a positive and encouraging way forward?
•	 H2 to initiate a reflection moment for Anna in an 

open, non-hierarchical context after pressing the 
“failure” button

•	 H2 build a bridge between from the “Failure” 
button to self-reflection

•	 What actions can be initiated after pressing the 
“Failure” button?
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// Iteration BCRTwitter
Building on BCRT Reflect idea, BCRTwitter a 
similar platform for publishing content of all 
kind to the whole BCRT. But, BCRTwitter tries to 
go beyond the self-reflection aspect and the 
publishing of problems:
 
 
 

•	 BCRTwitter wants to attract all kinds of tweets 
(humorous, thoughtful, inspiring, …) and so 
spark conversation and social engagement in 
each other’s work

•	 Available TV screens across the BCRT show 
periodically the BCRTwitter wall and so pushes 
the content to all BCRT employees 

•	 BCRTwitter contributes to building a shared 
group identity, because BCRT groups can pre-
sent themselves and their work

•	 As part of BCRTwitter, BCRT Forum is repo-
sitory of questions, negative experiences, 
“failures” that have been tweeted via BCRT-
witter and contain valuable information for 
younger scientists; researchers are able to 
browse through this content, respond and 
comment on them and hopefully recei-
ve answers from earlier tweeted problems
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// Iteration Failure Button
The ideation session led to lots of ideas to 
improve our existing solution, like the “failure” 
button.

 
 
 

BCRTwitter Board & BCRT Forum
•	 Sparking conversation
•	 Social Engagement
•	 Humor, interaction, news, questions
•	 Building up team identity
•	 BCRT Forum

•	 Repository of questions, negative expe-
riences (“failures”) 

•	 People can see, respond and comment 
on all threads in the BCRT Forum

BCART
•	 Combination of “Failure” button + computer 

generated images
•	 Provide channel to release frustration and ne-

gative feeling
•	 Makes failure visual
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// Iteration BCART
A main insight during the project is that 
negative experiences  / “failures” cannot be 
shared alone, but always within a positive or 
encouraging context. Our final idea, BCART is 
designed to help researchers at the BCRT to 
release the frustration of “failed” experiments 
and turn it into a positive and encouraging 
feeling setting the ground to find a solution to 
their problem.
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  BCART :  BCART consists of several “frustration” but-
tons located in many labs around the BCRT. 
Researchers can comfortably press or even hit 
the buttons whenever they feel frustrated or 
stressed. From push of the button, a perso-
nalized, computer-generated image is created 
depending on the power and speed (maybe even 
hand sweat) of the researcher’s push. This ge-
nerated image is finally merged into a larger 
joint picture – so called BCART – that is presen-
ted at the screens and represents all “failures” / 
frustrations in the BCRT. The screenshot series 
shows how the joint BCART grows with each 
push of a “frustration” button in the BCRT. Once 
BCART image is completed, it should be printed 
and displayed in the hallways.

As BCART is a visual and anonymous represen-
tations of negative experiences / “failures”, it 
also reminds researchers that they are not the 
only ones having problems or even ”failing”. See 
the joint BCART will encourage them to be more 
open to “failure” and spark conversation across 
research groups and hierarchies.
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